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Summary
Work has forever changed—it’s hybrid, it's connected, and it continues to evolve with emerging tools and technology. As digital tools have become a bigger part of people's working lives, more teams have turned to Slack as their productivity platform. Customers rely on Slack to help them manage their work and get it done more efficiently.

The new, more intuitive user experience helps you stay organized, focused, and productive. With better organization and intuitive places to find what you’re looking for, you'll be able to get work done, faster.

Highlights of the new experience
- **Navigate Slack with new dedicated views** that organize all your channels, conversations, data, and tools.
- **Dedicated view for direct messages** to keep track of conversations.
- A new **Activity tab** to centralize your mentions, threads, reactions, app notifications and more.
- Easy access to Slack's most powerful tools from a **new create menu**.
- **Quickly peek into these tabs or workspaces** and even to actions without navigating away from the current task.
- **Users on Enterprise Grid** can now **view all channels from all their org's workspaces at once**, or filter to a specific workspace to focus.
Organized for better focus
An intuitive layout to get work done, faster.

The new design helps users:

- Easily navigate channels and conversations so they can move work forward faster
- Focus on what’s important to knock out tasks without distractions
- Find and use essential tools to simplify their work day
Our goal is to help make Slack more productive and intuitive for our customers

Since our last major update, we've released hundreds of new features, like huddles, clips and canvas, plus functionality to better support both users and admins in their work. For this redesign we listened to feedback and set out to ensure all these new capabilities, and those we will add in the years ahead, are intuitive and easy to find to empower you to do your best work without distraction.

Why did the design change?
A single view for what’s important

The sidebar is now Home, showing all of your channels, direct messages, and apps in a single view—just as it always has.

Channel-based collaboration is essential for modern work and productivity in a distributed world. A default home view makes it easy for people to quickly find what they need, no matter how big their company.

Home helps you better view your with work through a consolidated and customizable list of all your conversations so you can keep track of critical information.
A unified view of all your channels in a Grid

For users on Enterprise Grid who are part of multiple workspaces, you can now view all the workspaces you're in across your organization at once or choose to focus on each a specific workspace.

While workspaces will continue to be useful for administrative and governance needs, it is no longer necessary for members to jump between workspaces or share channels across their workspaces for themselves or project members in other workspaces just to see updates in a timely manner.
The redesigned interface organizes collaboration into **dedicated views** so you can focus your attention on updates when you want or choose to maintain momentum on the task at hand.

Views help you navigate through your updates and conversations faster to find your next task or get back in the flow more quickly.
The best work happens when people come together, and each team member is contributing to their fullest potential. But the result of this rich web of collaboration is each person can quickly have a lot to keep up with.

You can now peek into a tab or workspace by hovering over it to see what might be urgent.

Use these new views to decide what needs your immediate attention and what you can come back to when you’re ready.
Your most useful tools, one click away

From no-code workflows to your enterprise-trusted apps; from curating knowledge with canvas, these powerful tools are at your fingertips.

The new user experience puts your tools, content, and partners in reach, so you can quickly find what you need.